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Achieving Accountability in Smart Grid
Jing Liu, Yang Xiao, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jingcheng Gao

Abstract—Smart grid is a promising power infrastructure that
is integrated with communication and information technologies.
Nevertheless, privacy and security concerns arise simultaneously.
Failure to address these issues will hinder the modernization of the
existing power system. After critically reviewing the current status
of smart grid deployment and its key cyber security concerns,
the authors argue that accountability mechanisms should be involved in smart grid designs. We design two separate accountable
communication protocols using the proposed architecture with
certain reasonable assumptions under both home area network
and neighborhood area network. Analysis and simulation results
indicate that the design works well, and it may cause all power
loads to become accountable.
Index Terms—Accountability, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), security, smart grid.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH THE increasing demand for electricity these years,
conventional power grids present a number of inefficient and unreliable drawbacks due to out-of-date technologies
that were originally designed decades ago. Many nations plan
to modernize their current power grids due to events such as
voltage sags, overloads, blackouts, large carbon emissions, etc.
[22]. Most of these countries believe that it not only requires
reliability, scalability, manageability, and extensibility but also
should be secure, interoperable, and cost-effective. Such electric infrastructure is referred to as “smart grid.” Generally,
smart grid is a promising power delivery infrastructure integrated with bidirectional communication technologies which
collects and analyzes data captured in near real time, including
power consumption, distribution, and transmission [1]. According to these data, the smart grid can provide predictive
information and relevant recommendations to all stakeholders,
including utilities, suppliers, and consumers, regarding the optimization of their power utilization [1]. By two-way electrical
flow, consumers are able to sell their surfeit energy back to
utilities [2].
Smart grid is a complex system of systems. Deploying
such a system has enormous and far-reaching technical and
social benefits. Nevertheless, increased interconnection and
integration also introduce cyber vulnerabilities into the grid.
Based on experiences gained from developed information
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technology (IT) [30] and telecommunication systems, we know
that the envisioned grid will be a potential target for malicious,
well-equipped, and well-motivated adversaries [13], [15]. In
addition, the increased connectivity of the grid will enable
personal information collection, which may invade consumer
privacy [12], [14]. Failure to address these issues will hinder
the modernization of the existing power system.
One specific problem in the smart grid is about the billing
information. From the homeowners’ perspective, their primary
concern regarding power usage is the monthly power bill sent
by their service providers (e.g., power utilities). If possible,
homeowners would rather know the details of their power usage
than simply receive a bill with a total consumption. Albeit the
real-time, or day-to-day, consumption of electricity could be
revealed by the smart meter, we still doubt its reliability: The
utility, or the smart meter itself, may alter transmitted data to
suit someone’s interests or for some other possible reasons (e.g.,
due to the fact that they are under attack or malfunction). As a
consequence, a homeowner could have two different electric
bills: one from the utility’s meter and one from the home meter.
Furthermore, in smart grids, prices change with time such that
the traditional billing method using a unit price is no longer
feasible. Therefore, the exact times when power is used are
important and should be made accountable.
From utilities’ perspective, they charge customers solely
based on the readings from their power meters. In order to get
individual power consumption, in the past, the utility would
send technicians to manually gather meter readings. At present,
by using automatic meter reading (AMR) technology, meter
information can be remotely obtained via a private corporate
network or the public Internet. Once the meter is compromised
or malfunctions (i.e., we denote it as a faulty meter), the reading
may not reflect the actual information of power consumption.
The utility therefore could have economic loss. This kind of
events is usually caused by unauthorized meter modification.
A possible solution is to prevent the meter from being altered.
For example, if there is an illegal change on the meter, it
will be disabled automatically, and a relevant notification will
be sent to the utility. The authors could use a circuit design
to do this job [3]. However, the hardware approach has the
capability of being bypassed by sophisticated cyber attacks in
more complex networks of smart grid. Malicious ones may
hack the meter via a network system without touching the
meter physically. Considering the operating cost and technical
difficulty, utility only measures the aggregated power supply
(in a substation) to a service area. For each branch of the
supply, the utility installs one meter (at the consumer’s side) to
monitor the power usage. Within such infrastructure, it is really
difficult for the utility to find a faulty meter. They just monitor
the aggregated reading and the sum of all branch readings. If
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there is any difference (within a tolerable range considering
normal transmission loss) between them, then the monitored
area might be suspicious. Through this means, the utility only
narrows down the suspicious group but may hardly identify the
faulty one.
To solve the aforementioned problems and to make the smart
grid reliable are the two major motivations of this paper. We
design two accountable communication protocols for home
area network (HAN) and neighborhood area network (NAN)
by using a peer review strategy in this paper. Through a
logical analysis, we argue that our scheme may effectively
detect any faulty meter under some reasonable assumptions.
The following three major contributions are made in this paper:
1) A smart meter can prove the correctness of any smart
appliance in a home area; 2) a group of smart appliances can
prove the correctness of the smart meter; and 3) a service
provider can prove the correctness of the smart meter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces smart grid and accountability technologies.
Section III discusses how an accountable system for a home
area smart grid is designed and deployed. Section IV designs
system accountability in a neighborhood area smart grid.
Section V shows the analytical and simulation results. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Smart Grid
Smart grid requirements and characteristics are introduced
as follows. Emerging from current power grid systems, the
smart grid has more requirements and new characteristics that
have to be accomplished which are listed as follows. Advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) is an integration of multiple
technologies which provides intelligent connections between
consumers and system operators [3]. It is designed to help
consumers know the real-time prices of power and to optimize
their power usage accordingly [4], [5]. It also helps the grid
obtain valuable information about the consumers’ power consumption in order to ensure the reliability of the electric power
system [6]. Wide-area situational awareness needs to monitor
and manage all the components of the electric power system.
For example, their behaviors and performance may be modified
and predicted to avoid or to deal with potential emergencies [4].
IT network integration requires that the smart grid scopes and
subscopes will use a variety of communication networks, which
are integrated from IT networks. Energy storage and transportation requires that the smart grid will change the available
bulk energy storage technology into new storage capacities,
particularly for distributed storage [4]. Demand response and
consumer efficiency requires that utilities and customers will cut
their usage during peak times of power demand. Furthermore,
mechanics will also be made for consumers to use their power
devices intelligently to decrease their cost [4]. We can conclude
that the smart grid will have the characteristics of being more
efficient, reliable, and intelligent. However, integrating information networks into the current power grid system causes
many security and privacy issues that must be dealt with.
IT networks introduce obvious vulnerabilities. For example,

Fig. 1.

Smart grid power system architecture [4].

hackers can steal customers’ power without any trace in their
metering devices. This makes accountability a necessary research problem in this area, particularly so that, when users
get the power bill from their utility company, they will have
adequate evidence to prove the exact power load that they have
consumed.
Several architectures of smart grid have been proposed by
national organizations and companies, such as the Department
of Energy (DOE, U.S.), State of West Virginia, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Cisco, etc. DOE’s
Smart Grid System Report [2] claimed that a smart grid’s architecture should include the following scopes: Market Operators,
Reliability Coordinators, Gen/Load Wholesalers, Transmission
Providers, Balancing Authorities, Energy Service Retailers,
Distribution Providers, and End Users (Industrial, Commercial, and Residential). West Virginia’s abstract architecture [5]
mostly focused on four key technology areas: Sensing and Measurement, Advanced Control Methods, Improved Interfaces and
Decision Support, and Advanced Components. NIST proposed
an architectural reference model in the NIST Framework and
Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards [4]. This
model (shown in Fig. 1) listed the relevant components as
follows: Customers, Markets, Service Providers, Operations,
Bulk Generation, Transmission, and Distribution [4]. Cisco’s
architecture is totally different because it argues that the whole
system would use an independent “network of networks” [7].
Cisco also claims that the best standard suite of protocols for
the smart grid is the Internet Protocol (IP) [1]. Due to the fact
that IP has already achieved great success in the current Internet in terms of flexibility, security, and interoperability, Cisco
believes that the interoperability standards of the smart grid
should use IP architecture as a reference [1]. Aside from the
aforementioned national organizations and companies, several
other researchers also proposed smart grid architectures with
certain features that they want to add into the system. Clark
and Pavlovski [7] proposed a wireless smart grid architecture
that has the ability to remotely sense power delivery. Gadze
[8] proposed a hierarchical architecture for the smart grid,
which is a multilevel decentralized platform dealing with the
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Fig. 2.

Typical design for the AMI in smart grid.

potential impacts of harsh power environments. The remainder of the presented architectures [9]–[11] are focused on a
part of the whole system in some fashion and are intended
to deal with specific requirements that would be worthy to
address. Essentially, a smart grid architecture must address the
following critical issues [1]: 1) transmitting data over multiple
media; 2) collecting and analyzing massive amounts of data
rapidly; 3) changing and growing with the industry; 4) connecting large numbers of devices; 5) maintaining reliability;
6) connecting multiple types of systems; 7) ensuring security;
and 8) maximizing returns on investments.
After reviewing these proposed architectures, we believe that
NIST’s model is the most fully described architecture proposed
in the recent smart grid literature. It contains almost every
scope brought up by the standard organizations mentioned
earlier, from bulk generation to end users. In addition, it provides a means to analyze use cases, to identify interfaces for
which interoperability standards are needed, and to facilitate
the development of a cyber security strategy [4]. Therefore,
we will adopt this model as the basic framework. As shown
in Fig. 2, the smart meter is a key component of the AMI,
which manages consumer areas, such as the HAN, building
area network (BAN), and industrial area network (IAN). Householders in a HAN can use smart meters to automatically turn
home appliances on and off or up and down and to switch
smart appliances to an economy mode based on how they
want to conserve energy. A group of HAN (BAN or IAN)
forms a NAN. Utility usually installs one master meter at a
substation to monitor all branch power supplies. The individual
power consumption can only be measured by the smart meter
installed at the consumer side. Albeit the NIST sets a number
of regulations to secure the AMI, vulnerabilities still exist in
its model. As the NIST suggested itself, accountability should
be involved in the smart grid design. To design an accountable
AMI is the major research thrust of this paper.
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[2], [12]–[15]. As a complement, accountability is required to
further secure the smart grid in terms of privacy, integrity, and
confidentiality. Even if a security issue presents itself, the builtin accountability mechanism will find out who is responsible
for it. Once detected, some problems can be fixed automatically
through the predefined program, while others may provide
valuable information to experts for evaluation.
In essence, accountability means that the system is recordable and traceable, thus making it liable to those communication principles for its actions. Every change in a local
host or network traffic, which may be the most important or
most desirable information, may be used as evidence in future
judgment. Under such a circumstance, no one can deny their
actions, not even the administrators or other users with high
privileges. Together with some suitable punishments or laws in
the real world, this will prevent a number of attacks.
Accountability logic is regarded as an effective way to
analyze the accountability of a secure system. Most of accountability logic has been designed for electronic transactions.
Kailar [16] proposed accountability logic for electronic commerce protocols such as payment and public key distribution
protocols. He defined accountability as a property whereby the
association of a unique originator with an object or action can
be proved to a third party. Provability has an important role in
the analysis of accountability. Since time-critical applications
require proofs that guarantee the temporal activities of each
principal, Kailar’s accountability logic can be extended for use
in analyzing such applications [17]. Although Kailar’s original
logic allows some temporal context, such as During and Until
properties, to be added to represent the validation period of
security-related information, such as a time-critical delegation
key, Kudo [17] extended Kailar’s logic so that it could represent
temporal accountability. Based on Kailar’s logic, Kudo added
nine new logic constructs (e.g., timestamp, at, before, after, etc.)
and ten new logic postulates (e.g., A CanProve x generated
at t, A CanProve x generated before t, etc.). Since our design is
associated with temporal activities, we would like to use Kudo’s
logic provability in this paper. Note that an early version of this
paper was presented in a conference [25], [26]. There are also
some related works [27]–[60].
III. ACCOUNTABILITY IN H OME A REA
Although the framework and blueprints of the smart grid
have been discussed in recent years [3]–[15], a specific standard
for its implementation is still to be determined. Two steps
need to be clarified before designing an accountable system
for the AMI in a home area: to build a possible architectural
framework for its implementation and to identify potential
security problems.
A. Architecture

B. Accountability
Security is especially challenging in the smart grid. Although
advanced cyber security technology has protected every level
of the current network infrastructure, new vulnerabilities have
continued to emerge under the framework of the smart grid

Due to the smart grid characteristics and system framework,
we proposed a reasonable architecture for a HAN (BAN or
IAN) grid. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a smart meter M acts
as a middleman between the service provider S and home
appliances (e.g., A, B, and C). It acts as a gateway, which
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Fig. 3. Smart grid in home area.

Fig. 4. Conventional service amount and usage chart.

monitors all incoming and outgoing electricity flows. Meanwhile, it also records power consumption and generation in
home areas. We divide electrical appliances into two categories
based on their communication capability. One refers to smart
appliances, and the other refers to regular appliances. In this
specific case, only smart appliances have the ability to exchange
information or message (e.g., market price, trading price, and
consumption logs) with others, including the smart meter. They
are also capable of recording those messages. For those regular
appliances that are not interactive, the smart meter simply
monitors their activities on corresponding power supply ports.
In a modern power grid, most families would typically equip a
power generation and storage device, denoted as G. We assume
that such equipment is a type of smart appliance. Due to the fact
that regular appliances have no communication capabilities, we
simply assume that all appliances in future home areas will be
smart appliances.
B. Problem Statement
Conventional metering systems charge electricity consumption according to its reading at the end of each month, as shown
Fig. 4. If the meter reading says that n kWh has been used
within a month, the bill (aka. service amount) without tax will
be the product of n and a unit average price (denoted as
m dollars/kWh). Basically, m is predefined and published by
the service provider. It does not change very often. Therefore,
it may be regarded as a constant value.
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Unlike the simple conventional approach, a modern power
grid will use smart meters to read electricity usage at a predetermined requested interval (e.g., daily, hourly, or per minute).
That reading data are subsequently stored locally and then
transmitted to the service provider as it would usually. At higher
levels, the smart meter will get a real-time unit price (aka.
market price) from the service provider or other market via
a bidirectional wired or wireless network. Together with the
powerful energy management of the AMI, households cannot
only make economic choices based on dynamic prices, but
they can also shift, load, and store or sell surplus energy.
Hence, calculating the service amount in such a new power
infrastructure is difficult.
Basically, only two key factors affect the bill: 1) the realtime power usage and 2) the corresponding market price. The
smart meter can obtain both aspects in real time. However, we
cannot simply do a multiplication to get the service amount
since the market price is not a constant value and may vary from
time to time. For example, the price could remain high during
peak hours or high demand periods due to electricity shortage.
When outside of peak periods, the price is decreased accordingly. The price may also become affected by local weather
conditions. Continuous cloudy or rainy days may reduce the
local production of solar energy, and then, the price might
increase. However, if a strong hurricane follows, the price will
reasonably fall since it enhances wind power generation at the
same time. Hence, it is hard to predict the exact market price at
a particular time and a specific location. We instead maintain a
record of forepassed market price. Current solutions, reported
by the U.S. DOE [2], take three typical tariff forms: time of
use (TOU), critical peak pricing (CPP), and real-time pricing
(RTP). TOU pricing is solely based on a peak or off-peak
period designation. Prices are set higher during peak hours.
Under CPP, prices during peak hours (basically some short
periods within a year) are set at a much higher level compared
to that under normal conditions. RTP is far more flexible in
that hourly prices are differentiated according to the day-of or
day-ahead cost of power to the service provider. Pricing in the
smart grid is an interesting and essential open issue that must
be addressed. The author in [18] argued that a price-response
demand mechanism should be introduced in the smart grid.
Since pricing is not our primary scope in this paper, we simply
assume that the real-time market price may be obtained in a
secure and feasible way (via service provider or third party, e.g.,
markets). Under such conditions, we reasonably suppose that,
given any past time t, the market price may be determined by
a function M (t). As it is a dynamic feature, M (t) should be
a nonlinear and random curve regarding time t, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.
Another possible factor affecting the service amount is the
presence of a home-generated power system (e.g., wind or
solar energy). Without consideration of its own consumption,
the generated energy may be divided into two parts: those
consumed by other electrical appliances at home and those
sold back to the service provider. Both of them are monitored
and recorded by the smart meter, but only the trading portion
impacts the service amount. Note that the trading price might
be the market price or could possibly even be set by the
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Aggregation information in the smart meter.

homeowner. Here, we suppose that the trading price is a nonlinear function of t and denoted as T (t), as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 is an example of energy usage in a modern power
grid. We denote purchased energy (from a service provider) as
E(t), self-consumed energy (from home generation) as G(t),
and trading power as S(t). They are all functions with respect
to time t. If there is no power consumption or sale event during a
period, the relevant functions will automatically be zero. Given
any time period from ta to tb (tb > ta ), the total service amount
denoted as Bill(ta , tb ) should be
tb
(M (t) · E(t) − T (t) · S(t)) dt.

Bill(ta , tb ) =

(1)

ta

In (1), E(t) can be obtained by attaining the sum of every
individual consumption (denoted as Ei (t) where i is the name
of the electrical appliance). For each appliance i, the service
amount from ta to tb (tb > ta ), denoted as Billi (ta , tb ), can be
determined by the following equation:
tb
M (t) · Ei (t)dt.

Billi (ta , tb ) =

(2)

ta

Equation (1) can thus be rewritten as
Bill(ta , tb ) =


i=A,B,...

tb
Billi (ta , tb ) −

T (t) · S(t)dt. (3)
ta

According to the former, it is not difficult to see that computing service amounts in a smart grid is indeed a complicated
procedure. Many factors in the smart meter may affect the
final bill. Any alternation, forgery, delay, or removal of those
historical records may lead to a different price. Although we
could equip secure smart meters to enhance reliability, it is
still possible for homeowners or cyber attackers to manipulate
the smart meter for their own interests. In addition, when the
service provider brings alternative bills to a homeowner, whom
should we trust? Since most service providers rely on meter
readings, ensuring a secure and reliable smart meter is the
primary task.

We consider an entity as correct only if it strictly follows
a given protocol. Otherwise, we regard it as faulty. Here, we
use smart appliances as witnesses to prove that the smart meter
is correct. The witness idea was inspired by the PeerReview
system [19]. In this case, three new problems should be addressed. First, a smart appliance itself may have errors or be
controlled by a malicious person. To make every faulty smart
appliance detectable is necessary (Challenge 1). Second, since
appliances have limited capabilities for communication and
storage, designing a feasible observable mechanism for witnesses is also required (Challenge 2). Third, home-generated
power is managed solely by the smart meter. Other smart
appliances do not know where the power load comes from; it
might be supplied by the free home generation or purchased
from the service provider. Without supervision, the smart meter
may deny that, during a certain period, an appliance was using
power from the service provider (Challenge 3). In the following
sections, we will describe our design of accountable AMI that
addresses these challenges.
C. Terms and Assumptions
Several terms and assumptions should be addressed as follows. Let {A, B, . . .} denote a set of communication participants in the smart grid, known as principals. Specifically, M
stands for the smart meter, G represents the home generation
and storage device, and S refers to the service provider. Let
{m, m , n} denote a set of messages or message components.
Let {ti |i = a, b, . . .} denote a set of time points. Let {Ki , Ki−1 }
denote a pair of public/private keys of principal i. Let {m}Ki
denote the message m encrypted with the public key of principal i. Let {m}Ki−1 denote the message m encrypted or signed
with the private key of principal i.
We assume the following: 1) Every electrical appliance i in
the home area is a smart appliance with sufficient storage space
and a constant capacity factor Pi (kW); 2) the running state of
every smart appliance (e.g., on or off) is known by the others in
real time; 3) functions of market price M (t) and trading price
T (t) are authenticated by the service provider, and every smart
appliance shares these functions at the same time; 4) there is
a function w that maps each appliance to its set of witnesses,
and we suppose that, for any appliance i in a home area, the
set {i} ∪ w(i) contains at least one correct smart appliance;
5) a message sent from one correct appliance to another will
eventually be received; 6) each involved communication principal uses public key infrastructure (PKI) technology to identify
itself, and they can sign messages, but a faulty principal cannot
forge the signature of a correct one; 6) a home generation
and storage device G must record its own power load G(t)
truthfully; and 7) each appliance i will record its consumed
power that is supplied from G, denoted as Gi (t).
Assumption 2 depends on circuit/communication designs
which may be achieved by particular sensor units in the smart
grid. For simplicity, we suppose that Assumption 2 can be met.
More specifically, we suppose that there is a function Ri (t) that
records the running state of appliance i. When t is within the
running period of i, Ri (t) is granted to 1; otherwise, Ri (t) is
set to 0.
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In Assumption 7, Gi (t) is given by the smart meter. Because
the appliance does not know where the supply comes from,
the smart meter should provide such information. Gi (t) will
be signed by the smart meter so that it can be further verified
with G(t).
D. Accountable Protocol
Since the power usage of appliance i can be determined by its
capacity factor Pi and running state Ri (t), the (2) for its market
service amount can be rewritten as
tb
M P Ai (ta , tb ) = Pi ·

M (t) · Ri (t)dt.

(4)

ta

According to (4) and Assumption 1 (for flexible Pi , please
see discussions in Section III-E), if any principalj(j = i) holds
Pi , M (t), and Ri (t) at the same time, j is able to determine
i’s market service amount for any past period. Notice that
j still does not know the exact service amount of i since j
has no knowledge of i’s power source. If i were using homegenerated power all the time, i’s service amount would be
zero. For auditing, i’s market service amount can also be
specified by
tb
M (t) · (Ei (t) + Gi (t)) dt.

M P Si (ta , tb ) =

(5)

ta

Next, we borrow some ideas from the PeerReview system
[19]. Given any period from ta to tb , M P Ai (ta , tb ) should
equal to M P Si (ta , tb ). Based on this fact, we can design a
deterministic mechanism in order to detect faulty principals in
a home area. Under our proposed architecture, each appliance
i has two modules for accountability: a log module Li and a
detector module Di . Li generates a complete evidence log of i’s
power usage. Di checks other logs to tell whether faults are, or
are not, present. Informally, faulty(j) is issued when i can prove
that j is abnormal, suspected(j) is raised when i has not received
an expected message from j on time, and correct(j) is released
if otherwise. Our design therefore follows the following protocols: 1) When a new appliance i is plugged in, i will sign Pi
with its unique signature Ki−1 and broadcast {Pi }Ki−1 among
all principals in the home area; 2) the smart meter will notify
each appliance as to whether it currently uses home-generated
power; 3) each appliance has one copy of its own log, which
is ensured by the tamper-evident log mechanism [19]; other
logs will be retrieved when required, and appliances exchange
just enough messages to prove themselves; 3) each appliance is
mapped to several other appliances, and they act as witnesses
that collect its log, check its correctness, and report the results
to the rest of the system; 4) a commitment protocol [19] is then
adopted in order to ensure that witnesses will retrieve exactly
the same log as the target appliance owns, and it also guarantees
that no one can deny a received message; 5) this protocol uses
a challenge/response scheme [19] to address the problem that
some appliances do not respond or fail to acknowledge that
messages were successfully sent.

Next, we will demonstrate how it works in detail. Initially,
every new appliance i will be assigned a set of witnesses
wi by the smart meter. Then, i will sign Pi with its unique
signature Ki−1 and send {Pi }Ki−1 to the smart meter and each
member of wi . When i is running, Li generates a tamperevident log to record its power usage. Since the smart meter
will notify i regarding its power source, the log will record
both Ei (t) and Gi (t). In order to check whether i is correct
or not, each witness of wi will periodically request its most
recent log segment. Suppose that the last audit time is ta and
the current time is tb . In this case, i first requests and records
the latest M (t) and T (t) from the smart meter. Then, it sends
back each and every one of the log entries since time ta ,
together with the corresponding market service amount determined by (5). Specifically, the response message mi should
have {ta , tb , Ei (t), Gi (t), M P Si (ta , tb )}Ki−1 . Note that mi
could have other information to support certain needs, for
instance, adding a sequence number to prevent replay attacks.
In this paper, we only focus on the accountability part for
simplicity. When a witness j(j ∈ wi ) receives mi (using Ki
to verify mi ), Dj will recalculate i’s market service amount
M P Ai (ta , tb ) by (4) according to its own records of Pi , M (t),
and Ri (t) (refer to Assumptions 1, 2, and 3). If the difference
of M P Ai (ta , tb ) and M P Si (ta , tb ) is tolerable (i.e., less than
a predefined threshold Δ), Dj will issue correct(i); otherwise,
faulty(i) is issued (Challenge 2 is addressed). Since we use
a challenge/response protocol here, every appliance i must
respond to the requests from its witnesses, or else, suspected(i)
will be indicated. We also adopted the commitment protocol
here, so that all signed messages may become evidence against
faulty appliances. Because there is always a correct witness j
within wi (Assumption 4) and all delivered messages will be
received (Assumption 5), a faulty appliance i will eventually
be exposed by Dj with its indicators: suspected(i) or faulty(i)
(Challenge 1 is addressed).
To deal with Challenge 3, we consider all appliances in the
home area as witnesses of the smart meter. When suspicions
are raised against the smart meter, the third party (e.g., the
service provider) will retrieve all evident logs regarding Gi (t)
from each home appliance i, together with the self-consumed
energy record G(t) from the home generation and storage
device G. Since every principal uses tamper-evident
logs to

record its behavior, any mismatch between (Gi (t) + Ei (t))
and G(t) + E(t) will prove that the smart meter is not correct
according to Assumptions 4 and 7.
The protocol described up to the current point has addressed
the three aforementioned challenges. Convinced evidences are
able to eliminate the questionable charges on the final bill. As
to the message latency, throughput, and traffic overhead,
Haeberlen et al. [19] have shown that this peer review mechanism is scalable in a distributed system based on experiments
and mathematical analysis.
E. Assumption Analysis
The proposed protocol only works under certain assumptions. In Assumption 1, all electrical devices in home areas are
determined to be smart appliances. In fact, the smart grid should
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Fig. 7. Smart grid in neighborhood area.

Fig. 6.

Improved protocol without constant power capacity factor.

obtain downward compatibility. Current regular appliances may
still work in the modern power grid. For those appliances
with no capabilities of communication, finding appropriate witnesses for them subsequently becomes a problem. Considering
regular appliance issues, our protocol needs to be modified in
future work. In addition, we suppose that every appliance has
a constant value for its power capacity factor. In reality, this
may be a false assumption. Electric cookers and water heaters
are good counterexamples. With a flexible power capacity
factor, our protocol is unable to detect faulty principals. For
Assumption 7, if home power generation device G can forge
its power load before recording it into the tamper-evident log,
the accountability goal G4 cannot be met. Since only the smart
meter monitors its behavior in our architecture, it is hard to
convince others that G is correct solely based on the proof of
the smart meter. Making G accountable is required in the next
step. Regardless of the architectural design, there is still much
research to do before we can build an accountable smart grid.
Considering the issue of flexible power capacity factor, we
remove the condition of constant value in Assumption 1. Meanwhile, we require an extra assumption (Assumption 8): Every
appliance is able to sample others’ power capacity factor Pi (t)
at a certain time t. The sampling job can be done by particular
sensors. The witness will record the sensors’ reading with its
“tamper-evident log.” As depicted in Fig. 6, the real power
capacity factor (continuous area) can be estimated by using
simple integral knowledge on these recorded discrete factors
(blocks). The other protocol remains the same. By this means,
the faulty principal still may be found with certain possible false
reports. This idea should be further studied in the future work,
particularly when Pi (t) is not accurately sampled.
IV. ACCOUNTABILITY IN N EIGHBORHOOD A REA
In Section III, we proposed an accountable communication
protocol for smart grid in a HAN. Through mutual observations
among smart appliances, their power consumptions can be
verified whether they are veritably recorded or not. A faulty
meter therefore may be found out if the reading does not
match the appliances’ records. The records will be served as
evidences against the faulty meter. It appears that our scheme

well solved this problem in the smart grid. However, it is only
reasonable when the user claims the power bill is incorrect.
Utility company can hardly know there is a problem if the faulty
meter holds all the evidence and never sends them out. From the
utility’s perspective, obtaining all the observed records to find
faulty meters is an unwise choice. On the one hand, it generates
too much network traffic that is hard to process and manage.
On the other hand, no faulty meter would send evidence against
itself. In this case, a more efficient and feasible solution is
required for the utility. Since HAN and NAN are different
scenarios, we need to first study the NAN architecture before
proposing our accountable scheme.

A. Architecture
Despite the fact that there are currently no explicit specifications available for smart grid implementation, we still can
reach a consensus that both communication and electric paths
are bidirectional. According to the characteristics and blueprint
of the smart grid, we can reasonably present a framework for
smart grid in a neighborhood area as shown in Fig. 7.
In a conventional power distribution system, a community
power supply is typically served by the same electric utility
company. Within every community, there is a distribution room
or a fuse box that delivers power to each customer’s home. It
is just like a “power router” as described in [23]. This fuse
box may equip a meter, denoted as master meter, which measures the aggregated power supply from the service provider but
not the power consumption for each end user. For each branch
of the supply, utility only installs one meter at the consumer side
to monitor their power usage. Current power grid widely uses
AMR technology to remotely collect the meter information. For
the sake of saving operating cost, it is more efficient to maintain
the same topology of the distribution system. The main difference is that, in the smart grid, all communication and electric
flows are bidirectional. A smart meter may directly connect
to the service provider via a feasible public communication
network (e.g., Internet). It may also connect the service provider
through a fuse box and multiple substations using a private
corporate network. We do not specify the communication technology preference since we believe the accountability protocol
should not rely on that. In addition, all regional smart meters
could exchange information with each other. This functionality
not only enables power transactions among neighbors but also
helps accountability systems to collect convinced evidence.
For the case in Fig. 7, meters A and B located in a same
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community have a common service provider. We refer to the
power distribution system in that community as a “NAN.”
Considering customers’ privacy, a meter would never expose
too much information to the others. The communication flows
within the NAN can become anonymous by using pseudonym
mechanism. The traffic information therefore is not easily associated with its originator. More specific solutions are given in
[23] and [24]. Since our goal is to design an accountable NAN
scheme, we simply assume that the privacy problem has already
been addressed.
B. Problem Statement
Generally speaking, accountability systems will set a number
of witnesses to monitor activities of the observation object.
Once an abnormal behavior is detected, those witnesses will
provide relevant observation evidence in order to support their
findings. These evidences are typically undeniable and thus
trustworthy. Making power consumption accountable is the
primary target of the current text. In Section III, with certain
assumptions, we make all power loads in a home area accountable. By this means, a customer can easily verify his/her
monthly electricity bill, and thus, the faulty meter will be
discovered. In this section, we try to address the problem from
the utility’s perspective. However, we cannot use the proposed
scheme for the smart grid in a NAN directly. Since a meter can
only measure one power line at a time, it is very difficult for a
household meter to monitor other neighbor’s power usage. In
other words, if we want to prove the correctness of a smart
meter, an additional meter should be installed on the same
power line for witness purpose.
As we discussed in Section IV-A, the conventional power
grid at most deploys one extra meter (aka. master meter) in
the fuse box for one NAN. Once there exists a faulty meter,
it is highly possible that the sum of all meter readings in
that area does not match the master meter’s reading. Notice
that such difference may be caused by power loss for normal
distribution. For computational simplicity, we regard it as an
empirical value that has the capability of being obtained from
previous measurements. Based on this value, we may define a
threshold Δ so that, if the difference is less than the Δ, the
NAN works properly; otherwise, the power usage in that NAN
is abnormal. Still, the utility does not know how many faulty
meters exist and where they are located. Instead of sending
technicians to inspect every meter in that area, a more efficient
way should be considered for the smart grid.
In fact, we may deploy multiple meters in the fuse box for
witness purpose. Intuitively, the more witnesses at hand, the
fewer steps are required to locate faulty meters. The optimal
method is, of course, one-to-one witness as well as object pairs.
However, it is quite impossible to double the number of meters
nationwide. Therefore, a feasible solution would be adopting
“intersected grouping” technology to minimize the number of
witnesses. As the case shown in Fig. 8, there are six household
meters in a NAN (e.g., a, b, c, d, e, and f ) and three witnesses
in a fuse box (e.g., one master meter M and two additional
meters A and B). By using witnesses A and B, six household
meters have been divided into three groups: Group A (e.g.,

Fig. 8.

Accountable power distribution system in NAN.

a and b), Group A-B (e.g., c and d), and Group B (e.g.,
e and f ). According to the witness results, we have the ability to
narrow down the searching area for faulty meters. For example,
if there is only one faulty meter in the NAN but both witnesses
A and B report abnormal activities, we may reasonably infer
that the faulty one is in Group A-B. Then using witnesses
A and B to monitor c and d, respectively, the faulty meter
will be found eventually. Nevertheless, if the number of faulty
meters becomes two or more, things will be more complicated.
How to do the grouping and regrouping under different scenarios is therefore our task in the following sections.
C. Terms and Assumptions
Aside from the terms defined in Section III-C, we define
the following terms. Let {A, B, . . .} denote a set of meters
in the fuse box, known as witnesses. Specifically, M stands
for the master meter, and S refers to the service provider. Let
{a, b, . . .} denote a set of household meters in the NAN, known
as observation objects (or objects). Let λ denote the number of
witnesses in the fuse box except the master meter. Let μ denote
the number of household meters in the NAN. Let τ denote the
number of faulty meters in the NAN.
We have the following assumptions: 1) Every meter is a
smart meter that can communicate with each other, and it has
sufficient storage space to save log files; 2) the fuse box has
at least two witnesses and one master meter inside, and all of
them are correct meters; 3) a witness can choose and change
its observation objects at any time; 4) the number of faulty
meters is much less than the total number of meters in the NAN
(e.g., τ = 1 or 2); 5) there exists a function w that maps each
witness to its group of observation objects so that the number
of groups in the NAN is maximized; 6) a message sent from
one correct meter to another will eventually be received; and
7) each involved communication principal uses PKI technology
to identify themselves; they may sign messages, but a faulty
principal cannot forge the signature of a correct one.
Assumption 1 is a fundamental premise of our scheme. Without mutual observation and communication, no one believes
a single device who claims itself is correct. Assumption 2
may increase the operation cost of the power utility. An economic way to achieve this goal is to manually deploy the
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witness’ meter when necessary (e.g., on demand or periodically
checking). Assumption 3 depends on circuit/communication
designs, which may be achieved by dynamically dispatching
power supply to the desired branch. This function has already been achieved in a power router [23]. The router can
switch power supplies (inputs) to different devices (outputs)
and may also choose the desired supply from many power
sources. It acts like the router in the computer networks. In
our assumption, we just adopt its circuit design in the fuse
box and deploy the witness meters at the inputs to monitor
those outputs. For simplicity, we suppose that Assumption 3 can
be met.
D. Accountable Scheme

Fig. 9. Accountable scheme in NAN.

By using the “intersected grouping” method described in
Section IV-B, μ household meters are assigned to λ witnesses
according to function w. Therefore, those household meters are
divided into several groups. After a fixed time of observation,
denoted as t, the witnesses will know which groups are correct
and which are suspected by comparing their readings. Our
accountable scheme therefore may be described as follows:
1) When a new household meter i is deployed, M will assign a
−1
, and Pi will
pseudonym Pi to i with its unique signature KM
be periodically changed due to privacy consideration; 2) every
meter has one copy of its own log, which is ensured by the
tamper-evident log mechanism [19]; other logs will be retrieved
when required, and meters exchange just enough messages to
prove themselves; 3) each household meter is mapped to several
other witnesses, and the witnesses collect its log, check its
correctness by comparing the readings, and report the results
to the rest of the system; 4) the witnesses will be reassigned
observation objects according to function w at set intervals;
5) a commitment protocol [19] is adopted to ensure that witnesses will retrieve exactly the same log as the observation object owns, and it also guarantees that no one can deny a received
message; 6) this protocol uses a challenge/response protocol
[19] to address the problem that some household meters do
not respond or fail to acknowledge that messages were successfully sent.
Next, we will demonstrate how it works in detail. Every
household meter i will be assigned a pseudonym Pi and a set of
witnesses wi by M . All the witnesses in wi will be notified that
Pi is their observation object. When meter i is running, it will
generate a tamper-evident log to record its power usage Ei (t).
In order to check whether meter i is correct or not, each witness
of wi will periodically request its most recent log segment.
Such requests are sent by group broadcasting messages. Only
i in W ’s observed group will accept the corresponding request,
while others simply discard it. Suppose that the last audit time
is ta and the current time is tb . In this case, meter i will
send back all the log entries since time ta . Specifically, the
response message mi should be {ta , tb , Ei (t)}KP−1i . When a
witness W (W ∈ wi ) receives all corresponding messages from
its observation objects, W will compare its own reading with
the sum of all Ei (t) during the same period (from ta to tb ). If
their difference is within a tolerable range (e.g., considering the
distribution power loss), W will claim its observation objects

are all correct. Otherwise, W reports that its observation objects
are all suspected.
As an example shown in Fig. 9, case 1 is a group of correct
meters, and case 2 is a group of suspected meters. For each
group that falls into case 2, M will regroup it using the same λ
witnesses and do further observations in the next time period.
This process will be repeated until we reach case 3. Case 3
refers to a suspected group with only one meter inside. By then,
we may claim that a faulty meter is found. As we noticed, not
all suspected groups have faulty meters inside. Taking case 4 as
an example, all meters in that group are actually correct. The
reason this group has been marked suspected is because some
mutual witnesses find abnormal activities in their observation
set. Fortunately, case 4 will be immediately clarified after onestep further observation. Since there are only a few faulty meters in the NAN (Assumption 4), case 4 should be an infrequent
event.
Apparently, “intersected grouping” is the key of our accountable scheme. There are plenty of ways to do this job. One could
group suspected meters based on their previous behaviors (e.g.,
previous suspected meters would be grouped together), while
others may divide them according to their geographic locations.
It is hard to tell which one is better to detect faulty meters. They
could be anywhere at any time, or they may appear in the same
community. The size of NAN is also an important impact factor.
Different scenarios may have different results. To use the same
grouping strategy for every situation is not a wise choice. We
let the utility companies design the best one for their interests.
In this paper, a feasible approach is presented for demonstration
purpose.
To call the above function GROUP (shown in Table I),
initially set the input parameters to all witnesses and all household meters, respectively. It is a straightforward algorithm,
which continuously reduces the number of suspected meters
by separating the faulty meters from correct ones. Lines 4 to 7
are normal grouping procedures. In line 6, the word “enough”
means that each subgroup at least has one suspected meter, and
any two subgroups must have at least one different witness.
Lines 8 through 12 will be called when all witnesses find problems. In this case, we first check those suspected meters with
the most witnesses. Then, check the others (i.e., by the order
of the number of witnesses) after that. Due to Assumption 4
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TABLE I
G ROUP A LGORITHM

(in Section IV-C), it is highly possible to find the faulty ones
in the groups that have the most witnesses. Lines 13 to 15
may identify some meters through observations. The loop will
end when all suspected meters are identified. It may also be
terminated after a period of time. This function may also instead
return a group of suspected meters.
V. E VALUATION
A. HAN Scheme Analysis
Throughout this section, we will analyze the accountability
of our HAN protocol by using the same analysis method as
in [17]. First, it defines accountability goals. Then, it will
interpret every message into a logical description. After that,
the initial assumptions will be restated in a logical way. Based
on the logic described in [17], we can eventually prove that
our protocol can achieve all accountability goals by using the
message interpretation and the initial assumptions.
We present different accountability goals for our proposed
protocol based on the definitions and three Challenges stated
in Section III-B. Suppose that X is any appliance in the home
area and that Y is X’s witness. The goals can be described
as follows: G1: M CanProve (X is faulty or correct); G2:
X CanProve (M is faulty or correct); G3: Y CanProve (X is
faulty or correct); G4: S CanProve (M is faulty or correct).
Since an unsigned message has no effect on the achievement
of goals in accountability logic, we only consider signed ones.
The message flows can therefore be interpreted as follows:
−1
); Message 2:
Message 1: M Receives ({PX } SignedWith KX
−1
Y Receives ({PX } SignedWith KX ); Message 3: X Receives
({ta , tb , EX (t), GX (t), {M (t), T (t)} SignedWith KS−1 }
−1
); Message 4: Y Receives ({ta , tb ,{M(t), T(t)}
SignedWith KM
−1
); Message 5: Y ReSignedWith KS−1 } SignedWith KM
−1
);
ceives ({ta ,tb ,EX(t), GX(t),M PSX (ta , tb )} SignedWith KX
−1
Message 6: S Receives ({{Gi (t)} SignedWith Ki |i ∈ all ap−1
−1
, {E(t)} SignedWith KM
).
pliances}, {G(t)} SignedWith KG
The initial state assumptions required in the analysis are
−1
) => (Y
follows: A1: Y Receives ({PX } SignedWith KX
CanProve(PX isTrusted)); A2: X Receives ({EX (t), GX (t)}
−1
) => (X CanProve(EX (t) isTrusted) and
SignedWith KM
(GX(t) isTrusted)); A3: X Receives ({M (t), T (t)} SignedWith

KS−1 ) => (X CanProve(M (t) isTrusted) and (T (t) isTrusted));
A4: Y CanProve (Ri (t) isTrusted).
Message 1: When M receives message 1, M knows that it
was sent by X based on its unique signature. Since M can
monitor X’s power usage, PX can be verified by M . If PX
is not true, M can claim X is faulty. Otherwise, M can
prove the following statement by applying the accountability postulate [16], [17]: M CanProve (X says PX ) and (PX
isTrusted). When a suspicion is issued against PX , this
statement can be used as evidence to prove (PX isTrusted).
This is the accountability goal G1.
Message 2: Y receives message 2 at the same time as M receives message 1. Y can prove the following statement by
applying the accountability postulate and A1: Y CanProve
(X says PX ) and (PX isTrusted). When a suspicion is
issued against PX , this statement can be used as evidence
to prove (PX isTrusted). This is the accountability goal G3.
Message 3: Message 3 is required when Assumption 3 is made.
X will periodically request message 3 from M . Since
X knows its total power consumption costab during the
period from ta to tb , X can verify EX (t) and GX (t)
by comparing their summation with costab . Faulty(M)
will be issued if the result is not equal. Although X
could be compromised, at least we know that there must
be a faulty node between X and M . Further investigation is needed here. This is the accountability goal G2.
Then, X can prove the following statement by applying the accountability postulate, A2, and A3: X
CanProve ({EX (t), GX (t), M (t), T (t)} isTrusted). When
a suspicion is issued against EX (t), GX (t), M (t), and
T (t), this statement can be used as evidence to prove
({EX (t), GX (t), M (t), T (t)} isTrusted).
Message 4: Message 4 is similar to message 3. By recording
message 4, Y can prove the following statement by applying the accountability postulate and A3: Y CanProve
(M (t) isTrusted) and (T (t) isTrusted). When a suspicion
is issued against M (t) and T (t), this statement can be used
as evidence to prove that they are both trusted. This is also
the accountability goal G2.
Message 5: Message 5 is a key to achieving accountability goal
G3. When Y receives message 5, DY will process the
auditing of this message. Together with the statements from
messages 2 and 4, Y can eventually prove the following
statement by applying the accountability postulate and A4:
Y CanProve (X is faulty or correct). By combining all
such statements from every appliance, the accountability
goal G2 will also be achieved. That is, if no suspected
signal is issued among appliances, the total power consumption of all appliances should equal to the reading of
M . Faulty(M) will be issued if they are not matched.
Message 6: Through checking the difference between G(t)
and the summation of Gi (t) for each appliance i, S can
easily verify whether the home power supply is correctly
recorded by M . Hence, we have the following statement:
S CanProve (G(t) isTrusted). If the above checking fails,
S can directly issue a faulty(M) signal against M . Otherwise, S will further check E(t) with its supply records, if
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possible. For most situations, the supply records are solely
based on previous readings from M . How to determine if
the M is misbehaving varies on different utilities’ policies.
If there is a suspicion, S can retrieve all log files of home
appliances to see whether E(t) is correctly recorded. By
this means, S can prove the following statement by using
the message 6: S CanProve (M is faulty or correct). This
is the accountability goal G4.
B. HAN Scheme Simulation
In this section, we simulate our protocol running in HAN.
Note that (4) and (5) are time-sensitive functions. Different
time periods may cause distinct service amounts. If the smart
meter has not synchronized the witness’ local time, the witness’
calculation result by (4) could be different from the service
amount in message 5. Therefore, this witness could issue a
false report against a correct principal. One possible solution
to address this problem is the threshold mechanism. By using a
predefined value Δ, witnesses will issue a faulty(i) only when
the difference of two service amounts [one from (4) and another
from (5)] exceeds Δ. In order to choose a better value for Δ
to minimize the number of false reports, we need to evaluate
the accuracy of detection for faulty principals on different
Δ. Throughout this section, we also simulate our protocol to
evaluate its scalability in terms of the average message delay,
amount of network traffic, and disk space per witness.
We use the discrete event simulation method to simplify
our experiment. Specifically, we deploy α (e.g., α = 10, 20,
50, and 100) smart appliances and one smart meter in HAN.
Each appliance has β (e.g., β = 3, 4, and 5) witnesses and
can communicate with the smart meter directly. We assume
that all principals are in the same communication range. The
distance between any two principals is one hop. No forwarding
is necessary in our scenario. This is a reasonable assumption
due to the limited space in a home area.
The constant capacity factor Pi is randomly selected from
0.1 to 1 kW. Each appliance will be turned on or off at short
intervals. This process will follow a Poisson distribution, whose
mean value is uniformly distributed in an hour for each appliance. In addition, witnesses will challenge each observed appliance every few hours. It is also a Poisson process with a mean
interval time of γ (e.g., γ = 1, 1.5, 2 . . .) hours. A challenge
event will only be processed when both observed principal and
its witness are in running status. If the observed principal is
off, the witness will postpone its scheduled challenge time for
an hour.
For simplicity reasons, we do not consider the home power
supply. Hence, there is no trading part in our simulation. The
market price M (t) is a hourly based discrete function. According to the DOE report [20], the peak price is 20 cents/kWh, and
the minimum price is 7 cents/kWh. We also do not consider the
propagation time in our environment. Therefore, the propagation time is assumed to be zero.
For every evaluated situation, we run 100 times, 500 time
units (e.g., virtual hours) at a time, and take the average value
of the outputs as our results. The simulation platform is 64-b
Windows 7, 2-GB RAM, and Intel Core 2 6400 2.13-GHz CPU.

Fig. 10. Simulation results on threshold effect.

1) Accountability Versus Threshold Value: The threshold
directly affects the judgment of a witness. In order to evaluate
what is a good threshold, we set different Δ values and measure
the number of false reports under different conditions. If the rate
of false reports goes to zero, that means that we find the right
threshold value for Δ.
Different wired or wireless devices may have distinct local
times with a certain timer resolution. One may be slower
or faster than another. Temporal records therefore may vary
from each individual. In order to simulate distinct local times
for different principals, we adopt the time-driven simulation
method [21]. That is, the drift clock for each principal is subject
to three factors: of f set, skew, and drif t. If current system
time is t, the drift clock D(t) can be presented as
D(t) = of f set + skew × t + drif t × t2 .

(6)

Therefore, the local time L(t) can be obtained by
L(t) = t+D(t) = of f set+(skew+1) × t+drif t × t2 .

(7)

As we can see, the three factors have the capability of being
positive or negative. In our simulation, all of f set values are
uniformly distributed between −0.2 and 0.2, all skew values
are uniformly distributed between −0.002 and 0.002, and all
drif t values are uniformly distributed between −0.0002 and
0.0002. The reference clock is the smart meter’s local time. In
fact, the difference between two service amounts derives from
the time drift of the objects and its witness. Intuitively, the
maximum value of the difference is the peak price ($0.2/kWh)
times the maximum drift time (0.4 h) times the maximum
constant capacity factor (1 kW). Hence, we set the threshold
value between 1 cent and 10 cents (around the maximum value
of 8 cents).
Suppose that all principals are correct. If there are n packets
of message 5 in the simulation and m(m < n) packets have
been reported as suspected by witnesses, the rate of false reports
is defined as m/n. We set α = 10, β = 3, and γ = 1. As shown
in Fig. 10, with the increase in value of threshold Δ from
1 cent to 10 cents, the rate of false reports gradually approaches
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Fig. 11. Simulation results on average message delay in smart meter.

to 0%. When the maximum drift time increases, the best value
for Δ is increased as well. This is in accordance with what we
thought. That is, the threshold value Δ should be bigger than the
maximum product value of the drift time, the constant capacity
factor, and the peak price.
2) Average Message Delay: Suppose that the average access
time for retrieving some data from the log file is 500 ms and the
average processing time (e.g., calculating the service amount,
send message, etc.) is 50 ms. Messages will be queued in the
buffer area when another message is sending. Due to the fact
that witnesses will issue challenge messages at hourly based
intervals, the message delay in milliseconds will not impact the
performance of the smart appliance. We therefore only examine
the message delay brought by the smart meter. If x messages
have been processed by the smart meter and the total delay time
is y ms, the average message delay is defined as y/x.
We set β = 3, and γ = 1. As Fig. 11 depicts, with the
increase of α from 10 to 100, the average delay is slight; it
is in milliseconds and less than a second. Since the number of
appliances in most families is less than 100, this result indicates
that our protocol is scalable in terms of average message
delay.
3) Network Traffic: We measure the network traffic as the
average number of messages that have been sent during one unit
time (e.g., a virtual hour). At first, we set α = 20, β = 3, and
γ = 1. Then, we only adjust one parameter and let the other two
remain the same. As Fig. 12(a) and (b) depicts, with the increase
of α (from 20 to 100) and β (from 3 to 10), the total number
of messages grows linearly. However, the upper bound of the
network traffic in each case is just thousands of messages per
hour. It becomes acceptable for communication in a home area.
As shown in Fig. 12(c), with the increase of γ (from 0.1 to 1),
the total number of messages decreased logarithmically. Since
γ is the mean interval time for sending challenge messages, this
curve indicates that the larger the interval, the lower the number
of challenges in a unit time. Typically, the interval time will be
set at least 0.5 h. Only thousands of messages occur in an hour.
This result indicates that our protocol is scalable in terms of
network traffic.

Fig. 12. Simulation results on network traffic effect. (a) α effects. (b) β
effects. (c) γ effects.

4) Disk Space: Suppose that each log entry will occupy one
unit (e.g., 8 kb) of disk space. According to our protocol, the
log entry could be the running state Ri (t), market price M (t),
and own power consumption. For each principal, the size of the
log files for the market price and own power consumption is a
fixed value during one time unit (e.g., hourly). Only the log for
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Fig. 13. Simulation results on disk space effect.

the running state of the observed principal will affect the disk
space of that witness node. Therefore, we set α = 20 and γ = 1
and then measure the disk space on different value of β.
Fig. 13 shows the average logging space (in unit size) in a
smart appliance that has been used during 1 h. As we can see,
the disk space grows linearly with the increase of the number
of witnesses. Nevertheless, only several space units are used
during 1 h. If a unit is 8 kb, it will take a week to occupy a
1-MB-size disk space for logging. In addition, the smart appliance can clear a portion of log files after a period (e.g.,
monthly). Hence, the usage of disk space is acceptable in HAN.
This result indicates that our protocol is scalable in terms of disk
space usage.

C. NAN Scheme Analysis
As we may see, λ witnesses in the fuse box can at most divide
a group of household meters into 2λ subgroups. Since every
household meter should have at least one witness, the number
of valid subgroups is 2λ − 1 (empty subgroup is eliminated).
As shown in Fig. 9, every regrouping will cause at most 2λ − 1
branches for one suspected group. The architecture is similar to
a classical data structure—B-tree. Each node (aka. subgroup)
in the tree has at most 2λ − 1 children. In the first level of
the tree, every node has at most μ/(2λ − 1) meters inside. In
2
the second level, the number goes down to μ/(2λ − 1) for
h
each node. If the tree height is h, we have μ/(2λ − 1) = 1.
Thus, we may reasonably draw the conclusion that finding
one faulty meter should cost O(h) = O(logμ2λ −1 ) time. In a
NAN, the number of household meters μ is typically less
than 10 000. In essence, it only requires less than six times
of regrouping to find a faulty meter if λ is equal to 2 or 3.
However, if there is more than one faulty meter in the NAN,
things become much more complicated. The running time for
searching the faulty meters depends on a variety of factors, such
as the number of witnesses (λ), the number of household meters
(μ), and the way to do the regrouping. We will analyze it in
Section V-D.
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Similarly, based on the logic described in [17], we can prove
that our protocol can achieve all accountability goals by using
the message interpretation and the initial assumptions.
Our goal is to find the faulty meters in a NAN. Suppose that x
is any household meter in a NAN and that W is x’s witness. The
goals can therefore be described as follows: G1: M CanProve
(x is faulty or correct); G2: W CanProve (x is suspected or
correct).
Since an unsigned message has no effect on the achievement
of goals in accountability logic, we only consider signed ones.
The message flows can therefore be interpreted as follows:
−1
); Message 2:
Message 1: x Receives ({Px } SignedWith KM
−1
x Receives ({ta , tb } SignedWith KW ); Message 3:
W Receives ({ta , tb , Ex (t)} SignedWith KP−1x ); Message 4:
M Receives ({ta , tb , EW (t), {ta , tb , Ex (t)} SignedWithKP−1x }
−1
).
SignedWith KW
The initial state assumptions required in the analysis are as
−1
) =>
follows: A1: M Receives ({Px is f aulty} SignedWith KW
(M CanProve(Px is f aulty)); A2: W Receives ({t1 , t2 ,
Ex (t)} SignedWith KP−1x ) => (W CanProve(x is suspected
or correct)). Note that A2 will use “intersected grouping”
technique to check whether Px is in a suspected group or not.
Message 1: When x receives message 1, x knows that it was
sent by M based on its unique signature. After that, x can
use Px as its pseudonym to communicate with other meters. Since W also knows that Px is one of its observation
objects, if Px does not respond to W ’s request/challenge,
W can claim that Px is faulty. It will be sent to M for further verification. By applying the accountability postulate
[18], [19] and A1, we have the following: M CanProve
(W says Px is faulty) and (Px is faulty). When suspected
is issued against Px , the above statement can be used as
evidence to prove (x is faulty). This is the accountability
goal G1.
Message 2: W will periodically broadcast message 2 to all of
its observation objects. Since x knows that its pseudonym
is Px , it will be received by x. Other meters who got this
broadcast message will discard it. When W does not get
any response from Px after a given time, this message can
be served as an evidence to prove (Px is suspected). This
is the accountability goal G2.
Message 3: Message 3 is a key to achieving accountability goal
G2. When W receives message 3 from all its observation
objects within a given time, W will process the auditing
procedure. If there is any one missing (possibly too much
delay) or one whose time stamps (e.g., ta and tb ) do
not match its corresponding challenge message, W can
directly claim the following statement: W CanProve (x is
suspected). Otherwise, the auditing procedure will adopt
the aforementioned “intersected grouping” technique to
filter out suspected meters. Given enough time, W can
eventually prove the following statement by applying the
accountability postulate and A2: W CanProve (x is suspected or correct).
Message 4: When x is suspected, its witness W will notify M
with message 4. If there is only one suspected household
meter, M can directly claim the following statement: M
CanProve (x is faulty). For those meters in correct groups,
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we have the following: M CanProve (x is correct). Otherwise, M will reassign all suspected meters to λ witnesses
for further checking. Message 4 becomes the evidence
against faulty meters. By combining all such statements
from every witness, the accountability goal G1 will be
achieved: M CanProve (x is faulty or correct).
D. NAN Scheme Simulation
One goal in this paper is to achieve accountability in the
NAN. As we can see, it relies on witnesses’ observations
and undeniable log files. The logic proof has been given in
Section V-C for the log file exchanging protocol. The remaining part of this section should evaluate the performance of
witnesses’ observations. According to the regrouping times
and hitting ratio (percentage of faulty meters in a suspected
group), we analyze the performance of our grouping algorithm
in different scenarios.
We use the GROUP function described in Section IV-D for
our experiment. Specifically, we deploy λ (e.g., λ = 2, 3, 4, and
5) witnesses and μ (e.g., μ = 102 , 103 , 104 , and 105 ) household
meters in a NAN. According to our test cases, manually set τ
(e.g., τ = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) meters’ readings different from their
actual consumptions, denoted as faulty meters. There is only
one master meter in the fuse box that manages all λ witnesses.
Each witness is able to communicate with any household meter
directly. No matter how they communicate, either via wireless
or wired channel or private or public network, the message will
be eventually delivered, safely and in a timely manner.
For simplicity reasons, we assume that all meters’ local
time is synchronized. Because meters barely have constraints
on power and computing resources, it may be easily achieved
by a variety of time synchronization methods in computer
networks. In addition, we assume that there is no power loss
during distribution and no prorogation delay. To remove this
assumption, one may simply adopt a predefined threshold and
minimize the false report as we did in Section V-B. Here, we
only focus on more important aspects of our protocol.
For every evaluated situation, we run 100 times, 500 time
units (e.g., virtual hours) at a time, and take the average value
of the outputs as our results. The simulation platform is 64-b
Windows 7, 2-GB RAM, and Intel Core 2 6400 2.13-GHz CPU.
1) Performance in Unlimited Time: Given unlimited time,
witnesses can eventually find out all faulty meters. To evaluate
the performance under different scenarios, we use the total
times of regrouping as a “criterion.” Apparently, less regrouping time means better performance on finding the faulty meters.
Typically, the number of household meters in a NAN is
ranging from 102 to 105 . We deploy a small number (e.g., 2
to 5) of witnesses in the fuse box to monitor the NAN. As
shown in Fig. 14, if there are less than five faulty meters in a
NAN, the average regrouping time is no more than 62. It seems
unacceptable in reality when we challenge suspected meters
every 1 h for regrouping. The worst case will cost three days
to locate all faulty ones. However, as we can see, about 73.4%
(i.e., 47 out of 64) of cases can be done within a day, which is
somehow tolerable for most situations. In particular, if there is
only one faulty meter in the NAN, our algorithm is able to find it

Fig. 14.

Performance in unlimited time with little witnesses.

Fig. 15.

Performance in limited time with different number of witnesses.

with average time of 6 h. When the number of household meters
(on each vertical line) increases, the average time of regrouping
goes up as well. When the number of faulty meters increases
by one, the regrouping time could be doubled. Based on the
simulation result, we may claim that our algorithm works well
when there are only a few faulty meters in the NAN.
2) Performance in Limited Time: In fact, we do not know
how many faulty meters are out there at the beginning. If there
are plenty, our algorithm may cost days to get the result. It is
absolutely not acceptable. One solution is to set a timer for the
program. Within a given time, witnesses may not find out all
faulty meters. However, returning a small group of suspected
meters is tolerable. We could manually check those meters
using our traditional way. To evaluate the performance in such
case, we use the hitting ratio (i.e., number of faulty meters/
number of suspected meters) as a “criterion.” Apparently, a
higher hitting ratio means better performance on finding the
faulty ones.
In our simulation, the NAN has ten thousands of household
meters, which is a very typical case for a community. The timer
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is set as 100 regrouping times, which could be up to four days
in reality. When the time is up, we calculate the hitting ratio
under different scenarios. As we can see in Fig. 15, the ratio
drops quickly as the number of faulty meters grows up. Adding
a witness only gains 10% to 20% hitting ratio at a time, but
it is not an economic solution. When the number of faulty
meters is above 15, the ratio could be less than 60%. Hence,
the grouping algorithm only works for a small number of faulty
meters. A more sophisticated approach should be studied in the
future work.

VI. C ONCLUSION
A feasible architectural framework for the smart grid in
HAN and NAN has been presented based on the NIST smart
grid interoperability standards (release 1.0). This paper has designed two accountable communication protocols for HAN and
NAN using the proposed architecture with certain reasonable
assumptions. Analysis and simulation results are indicative that
such a design works well and it makes all power loads in HAN
and NAN accountable.
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